Application of a transparent window vibrational probe (azido probe) to the structural dynamics of model dipeptides and amyloid β-peptide.
The azido asymmetric stretching motion is widely used for the elucidation of the intrinsic conformational preference and folding mechanism of protein since it has strong vibrational absorbance in the spectral transparent windows. However, the possible secondary structural disturbance induced by the insertion of azido group in the side chain of polypeptides should be carefully evaluated. Here, DFT calculation and enhanced sampling method were employed for model dipeptides with or without azido substitution, and the outcome results show that the lower potential energy basins of isolated model dipeptides are consistent with the preferred structural distributions of model dipeptides in aqueous solution. The azido asymmetric stretching frequency shows its sensitivity to the backbone configurations just like amide-I vibration does, and the azido vibration exhibits great potential as a structural reporter in the transparent window. For the evaluation of the application of azido group in biologically related system, the structural dynamics of Aβ37-42 and N3-Aβ37-42 fragments and the self-assemble process of their protofiliments in aqueous solution were demonstrated. The outcome results show that the structural fluctuations of Aβ37-42 and its protofilament in aqueous solution are quite similar with or without azido substitution, and the dewetting transitions of Aβ37-42 and N3-Aβ37-42 β-sheet layers are both complete within 30 ns and assemble into stable protofilaments. Therefore, the azido asymmetric vibrational motion is a minimally invasive structural probe and would not introduce much disturbance to the structural dynamics of polypeptides.